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WHO ARE WE
One of the nation’s leading providers of IT talent and solutions
Founded in 2003, Intellectual Capitol (ICAP) quickly became one of South Carolina’s
most trusted suppliers of technology talent solutions for government agencies and
large, private institutions. Today, ICAP is a leading provider of software and consulting
solutions for nationally recognized firms in a diverse array of industries, including:
Manufacturing, Hi-Tech, Finance, Healthcare, Higher Education, and Government
Agencies. ICAP‘s ability to deliver scalable, transformational technology solutions can
be attributed to its early strategic focus on government and large institutions (and their
enterprise system requirements), its ability to develop strong partnerships, and the
company’s deep network of exceptional talent.
As the needs of our clients have evolved, so have we. ICAP remains a leader in talent
acquisition services, delivering meaningful work for our consultants, and maintaining
strong retention rates for our clients. Today, ICAP also specializes in the development
of cloud-based custom software solutions for a variety of nationally recognized brands,
helping clients solve a variety of challenges. Additionally, ICAP offers a broad portfolio
of consulting services on topics such as organizational development, risk assessment/
mitigation, and CIO advisory. ICAP has been named to the Inc. 5000 list five years in a
row and has also been named one of South Carolina’s 25 fastest growing companies.
We are ICAP, solutions for your most critical software, consulting, and IT staffing needs
and we connect our candidates with work that matters.

hello@icapsolutions.net

SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS

Claims Engine

ADOS

Claims Engine is an incredibly flexible platform which
represents a framework of claims mana gement administration
utilizing modern cloud-based technology to improve
delivery and service. The core functionality of Claims Engine
incorporates a web-based interface that allows data capture
through client-specific forms, 24/7 access, configurable workflows, and communication tools with powerful and flexible
reporting. Claims Engine utilizes an off-the-shelf configuration
model, which allows Claims Engine Software to leverage
proven core functionality combined with precise configuration
to meet the needs of any Workers’ Compensation entity.

Avery Dennison worked with Capitol Software to migrate
their business systems (Inventory, Production, Finance &
Logistics) from a Legacy technology platform to an industry
standard Microsoft.NET platform. We deployed a select
team of our lead developers, who had key experience in high
output manufacturing and enterprise technology solutions
to stabilize their core business systems in order to convert
them to a new platform. Our small team was able to meet
the 12 month completion goal and successfully stabilized,
modernized, and integrated the client to the new platform.

Citadel

Tlinks

The Citadel needed an integrated, enterprise-level, singular
solution to track their cadet’s (student) experience and
modernize their decades-old manual process. Using a SCRUM/
Agile Approach, the Capitol Software team determined that
the Citadel needed a fully custom platform, migrating from
their paper-based system. The team developed The Cadet
Accountability System or “CAS,” a web delivered system that
can be accessed by any electronic device and has optimized
productivity and database tracking across the campus. CAS
is the first and only web delivered system focused on military
educational institutions.

Tlinks is a consortium of over 120 golf courses, country
clubs, hotels, resorts, and travel agencies located throughout
the Southeast. Their leadership team contacted Capitol
Software to build a custom enterprise-level solution. Our
team built a fully integrated platform that would address
all the needs of this wide variety of business stakeholders
using Custom Application Development. Upon the Go-Live
date, all stakeholders could schedule and pay for golf tee
time reservations in a single system across the entire Tlinks
enterprise.
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